
Homework Assignment #2

The already surveyed web site in Homework 1 is “Do You Remember” (DYR) and was last accessed on March 20th. 

Regarding the technologies deployed in e-commerce, the following mapping indicates that these are applied throughout the areas of 
Supply Chain Management, Enterprise Resource Planning and Customer Relationship Management.

Technological components

Internal Search Engine

DYR has an  internal search  engine. Users can search for topics they are interested in by providing the relevant keywords. For 
instance, if someone is interested in finding all  entries related with the year “1983”, they can just  type the keyword in the upper right 
corner and be presented with all the relevant search results.
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A limitation that should be addressed regarding this feature, is that  there is no Advanced Search option. For instance, a user might 
first like to see all the entries related with “1983” and then drill down the search further, by viewing only entries related to cinema.

Login Area

Once the user logs  in, they can create a profile and provide input in  the following fields: Name - Home Town - Country  - Gender - 
D.O.B - About Me. 

Also there is the Shoutbox! area, where the user can “say something” and share it with others. 

Another important aspect is the Friends  area; users of DYR can become friends with people that have common interests and 
experiences. Here emphasis could be placed on giving this feature a more “Facebook-like” character, or integrating it into this 
popular community, so as to attract more visitors and increase incoming traffic.

Registered users can also contribute by adding their own Memories, distinguish their favorite ones, comment on other people’s 
memories and finally, subscribe to memories.
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Here’s a checklist of basic web design principles1 and DYR’ s compliance with them:

Primary Audience - DYR covers the needs of its  target audience, by offering a large content  of related information, that is updated 
on a regular basis.

Purpose of  the site - The site is mainly focused on providing entertainment to its users and secondarily serves some of their 
educational needs.

Location of the site - The site is hosted by a commercial Internet service provider (ISP).

Type of  content - The content provided  is mainly text and pictures. There is total absence of sound and videos  and this is a limitation 
that should be addressed. When a piece of information is displayed on the page, on the right  hand side there are sponsored links 
related to it. In addition, there is  the “Also remembered” section that indicates relevant information. Right  under the selected item 
there are some related Google ads. Some more advanced  Business Intelligence techniques  should be adopted, so that the relevance of 
both  ads and related posts is higher, and also some further personalization would be necessary, so that the ads displayed are even 
more tailor-made (according to the user’s profile, memories and history of browsing).
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What is important to indicate is that when scrolling down the page, one can subscribe to the memory displayed each time, mark it as 
their favorite, comment on it, track  new comments and also have a look at the comments of other users. The critical point here is 
the option provided by DYR to report a bad post, which insures the quality of the posts.
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Information provided on the “home” page - The “About” page does not provide a clear picture of who these people are, nor their 
mission or purpose statement. 

“Terms and conditions” and the “Copyright” section are dealt with properly.
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Content - it matches the purpose of the web site;  it  is  well organized and spellchecked; it is presented  solely in English (German, 
Spanish or French might be another option; it’s  not random that Facebook, for  instance, offers such a choice2) The lack of 
multimedia content such as video/  sound is to  be pointed out. Content can be further expanded by the user (like wikipedia). This is 
not the case in the blog DYR maintains and making it a bliki3  would better serve the company’s  purposes. The following table 
presents the software that supports blikis.

Chisimba ikiwiki pimki TWiki

Confluence MoinMoin PodWiki Wiclear

DokuWiki OddMuse SnipSnap XWiki

EditMe OpenKH TikiWiki

DYR is a publishing portal and managing its content and keeping its quality constantly  at a high level is crucial. Some ways to do 
that are presented under the “Other Tools” section below. 

Users also  have the choice of signing up to DYR’s newsletter (and “receive favorite memories, questions from the forum, and the 
best in nostalgia-related web snippets”) and that of subscribing to their RSS feed.

Page design - a "back to home" link is included; a consistent template and a uniform color scheme is used on each  page; there is 
sufficient contrast between background and text; font size is appropriate; important information is placed near the top;  a long  list of 
links is  avoided (not always); information is categorized in  smaller chunks and  tags  are provided; the material is organized so as to 
prevent excessive scrolling.
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Summary of findings

The above are summarized in  the following table where the relation between the technological components, the business needs they 
serve, and their strategic importance, is presented.

 Technological components Business needs Strategic importance

Transaction enabling: DYR does is not an e-tailer, 
instead they base their revenues on ads. Consequently, 
displaying ads related to the displayed info is necessary.

Maximize incoming ads and their 
relevance to the information displayed.

DYR’s  business model is based on 
revenues from ads, so it is essential to 
have lots of them and of interest to the 
users, so that they click on them.

HCI principles Common practice. Rules adopted by the 
majority of web sites.

Every web site should abide by these 
principles, so as to be more user friendly 
and easy to use.

User friendliness, functionality A hostile, difficult to use web site will 
never make the favorites list in a user’s 
web browser.

Someone that likes the web site and finds 
it easy to use, will bookmark it and 
suggest it to others.

Personalization Users like to be treated as an individual, 
not as part of the mass.

Increases site stickiness, user feels more 
familiar.

Navigation, page loading, minimizing/ eliminating errors Surfing around the web site should be 
easy, not time-consuming. Also loading 
a page should be fast and done without 
errors.

Users remain more time in the web site 
and are more likely to hit ads and buy.

Indexing, search and retrieval For data to be valuable, it must be 
relevant to the task at hand and 
accessible in a timely fashion.

Important information is not missed out. 
Users saves valuable time when in search 
of information.

Applications Users appreciate tools that improve the 
community aspect of the site and allow 
them to track people with similar 
interests.

Retain existing users for more time and 
attract others, as well.

Security Very important aspect in the Internet 
era. Complying with laws and policies 
regarding users private data is essential.

A user that is not threatened or runs the 
risk of his personal data being hacked, 
will visit the web site and recommend it 
to others.

Terms & Conditions, Privacy Policy, Copyright Protection against third parties’ illegal 
actions. 

All parties involved should be aware of 
the do’s and dont’s and be eligible for 
their actions.

Testimonials Build credibility. Credibility ensures 
more traffic and free viral marketing.

Increase incoming traffic.

Content High quantity/ quality of content is 
necessary.

Users value content greatly and visit the 
web site more often.

Interactivity: dynamic web pages and focus on the 
community

Web 2.0 era. Enabling users’ feedback will increase 
their retain rate and attract more hits per 
day.

Menu bars & buttons, easy-to-use site navigation system Surfing around the site. Ease of use will increase site stickiness.

Text & color, tables & frames Appropriate font size, type and color. Make the page more legible and 
interesting to read, attract and retain 
users.

Links Interconnectivity. The power of the web is in its "branching 
capabilities".

Other aspects such as secure server, money back guarantee, product catalogue, integration with third party applications, secure client area are not 
dealt with, because DYR is not a e-tailer; its revenue model is based on ads.
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Other tools

Also deployed by DYR, that act as compliments to the main web site and further promote its activities.

As mentioned in the first assignment, DYR has a blog. 

This hosts general chat about all things from the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s plus news  about new features and developments on the 
website. It is  interactive and it  allows users to upload comments, while it also offers them the ability to subscribe in feeds. It  is 
community based, that is one can make friends on the blog and stay aware of their uploads and comments.

In general the blog acts as a compliment to the web site; one can make a profile and add memories, comments, etc.

Through the blog DYR offers  far more efficient communication and knowledge management in a more informal way. Visitors are 
kept apprised of new developments on the main web site and the company is helped to focus on niche areas and react quickly to  the 
needs and wants of their customers/ visitors. The blog is  also a recruiting tool. If someone has an opinion they want to share or a 
memory they want to tell DYR about, then they can join the DYR staff and write on this blog. 

One major risk involved with the blog is again the quality of the posts  that are made from its visitors. Regarding blog  interaction, 
DYR should  provide formal direction until (new) habits are acquired. Like any activity, there must be some motivation and 
direction (Krause, 2005) for effective practice. 
 
Moreover, the blog authors should edit  original postings to summarize what has  been learned from the feedback comments. This 
could be addressed in several ways: 

1. Create a new post with a link back to the previous post and put a link in the old post referring to the new one.
2. Link a wiki-page where the feedback on the old posting summarizes and restates what has been learned yet  continues to 

leave the discussion open to further editing by those interested.
3. Put a link in the original posting to a static web page that summarizes what has been learned from the feedback. 

In addition to the blog, DYR has a forum that  hosts the categories presented in  the main web site plus an extra one, entitled 
“Everything Else” where whatever does not fit one of the predetermined categories is placed. Users have to register in order to be 
able to post. Users can search for posts  based on username, word(s) in the post or just in the subject, by  date, and only in particular 
forums. They can also send an email to  another member; they either locate the member they want to  contact on the member list, or 
click the e-mail button on any post made by that member. Moreover, registered  members may send each  other private messages, 
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while they maintain the option to request a read-receipt for that  message. This allows them to check whether or not a message has 
been read by its recipient by viewing the Private Message Tracking page.

There is  also a calendar, which does  not appear in the main web site or the blog. There are two types of events on this calendar: 
normal events and recurring events. Normal Events span the time frame from when the event starts  until  the event ends. Recurring 
Events repeat over a set period of time based  on certain criteria. Examples would be an event that occurs on the first Monday of 
every month and an  event that occurs  every Monday and Wednesday. The administrator may have enabled registered members to 
post  events, but  usually this is not  the case. Users  can also post  their own private events that  are only viewable to  them. Birthdays 
are shown on the calendar if the administrator has enabled this feature.

Another important point to be mentioned, is referrals. The administrator enables referrals, which allows users to be credited for any 
new users they invite to the forum. Users gain referrals by promoting DoYouRemember.co.uk forums using their unique referral link. 

Finally, there is the RSS feed. By using this, users are able to view newly created threads in guest viewable forums without visiting 
the board.

Compensation methods4

As mentioned, DYR derives its  revenues from ads. Regarding compensation methods, in general, the following should be pointed 
out:
 
Predominant compensation methods

80% of affiliate programs today use revenue sharing or cost per sale (CPS) as compensation method, 19% use cost per action (CPA) 
and the remaining 1% are other methods, such as cost per click (CPC) or cost per mille (CPM).
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Diminished compensation methods

The use of pay per click (PPC/CPC) and pay per impression (CPM/CPT) in traditional affiliate marketing is  far less than 1% today 
and negligible. CPM and CPC are today still heavily used in display advertising and paid search.
 
Cost per mille (thousand) (CPM/CPT) requires the publisher only to load the advertising on his website and show it to his  visitors  in 
order to get paid a commission, while PPC requires one additional step in  the conversion process to generate revenue for the 
publisher. Visitors must not only be made aware of the ad, but also pursue them to click on it and visit the advertiser's website.
 
Cost per click (CPC/PPC) used to be more common in the early  days of affiliate marketing, but diminished  over time due to click 
fraud issues that  are very similar to the click fraud issues modern search engines are facing  today. Contextual advertising, such as 
Google AdSense are not considered in this statistic. It is not specified yet, if contextual advertising can be considered affiliate 
marketing or not.
 
CPM/CPC versus CPA/CPS (performance marketing)

In the case of CPM or CPC, the publisher does  not care if the visitor is the type of audience that the advertiser tries to attract and is 
able to convert, because the publisher already earned his commission at this point. This leaves the greater, and, in case of CPM, the 
full risk and loss (if the visitor can not be converted) to the advertiser.
 
CPA and CPS require that referred visitors do more than visiting the advertiser's  website in order for the affiliate to  get  paid 
commission. The advertiser must convert that visitor first. It is in the best  interest for the affiliate to send the best-targeted traffic to 
the advertiser as possible to increase the chance of a conversion. The risk and loss is shared between the affiliate and the advertiser.

More on the technological approach DYR might have adopted&the analysis of info conducted

Connecting to databases5

Virtually every EC application requires database access and such is the case of DYR. An EC application can be connected to a back-
end database in a variety of ways. Today, most  of these connections are accomplished via a multitiered application architecture. 
This architecture has four tiers:

1. A Web browser where data and information are presented to and data are collected from the end user
2. A Web server that delivers Web pages, collects the data sent by the end user, and passes data to and from the application server
3. An application server that executes business rules (e.g., user authorization), formulates database queries based on the data passed 

by  the Web server, sends the queries to the back-end database, manipulates  and formats the data resulting from the database 
query, and sends the formatted response to the Web server

4. A database server in which the data are stored and managed and database requests are processed
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Usage analysis and site management 6

To improve EC Web sites, it is advisable to monitor what  customers are doing there (usage analysis). Both B2C and B2B Web sites 
require a thorough understanding of the usage and patterns—the who, what, where, when, and how. This  can be done by analyzing 
Web log files. Access  logs are text files. Each line of the file details  an individual access. Regardless  of the type of Web server, 
access logs use a common log file format. This makes them easy to analyze and compare. Because log files  can become quite 
voluminous, it is hard to analyze the accesses by hand. For this reason, most Web server EC software vendors provide “free” 
software for analyzing access log files. Commercial products that  provide more sophisticated log analyses are also available 
(e.g.,NetIQ’sWebTrends).

Access logs provide a variety of statistics that can be used for analyzing and improving marketing and advertising strategies. Among 
the more valuable statistics are:

◗ Pageviews by time slot. Pageviews allow frequent review of the number of site accesses. Grouping pageviews by “time 
bucket” (time slot) also enables the company to ascertain the time slots, such as morning, afternoon, or evening, during which 
customers visit the site.

◗ Pageviews by customers’ log-in status. This information helps determine whether requiring customers to log in  is worthwhile or 
not. For instance, if the number of pageviews of customers who log in is substantially  greater than those who do not, the company 
may find the login requirement effective and worthwhile.

◗ Pageviews by referrers. Some customers are drawn or referred to the site by clicking on banners or links on other Web sites. 
Knowing the source of such referrers is useful  for assessing the effectiveness of the location of banners, and customers’  interest can 
also be determined from the nature of the Web site with those banners.

◗ Pageviews by visitor’s hardware platform, operating system, browser, and/or browser version. These types  of pageviews 
enable the company to obtain information on the hardware platform (e.g., Mac or PC) and browser type (e.g., Internet Explorer or 
Netscape) used by the viewer.

◗ Pageviews by visitor’s host. This type of pageview provides information on  the customers’ host site. Knowing where customers 
are coming from can enable the company to target potential customers via popular hosts such as Yahoo!

DYR probably conducts some kind  of analysis regarding these different aspects and poses some business questions. Some indicative 
ones are presented below.

Area of analysis Business questions

Overall store performance Number of unique hits per day

Advertising Banner ads pulling most traffic

External referrals Where does incoming traffic come from?

Shopper segmentation How many customers are from a specific domain?

Design features What are the features of links users most frequently click?

Categories assortment Which categories attract the  most traffic?

Concluding remark & suggestion

Overall, all technological components adopted by DYR (ranging  from design of the web site to data mining & security  issues) serve 
one basic business need: maximize incoming traffic, so that the revenues  coming in from the ads people click on, or commissions the 
company receives on purchases done through the web site, also increase. Business intelligence and content management tools are 
also extremely important, because these will help DYR build on the aspects that “sell” most and strengthen its competitive position 
even more.

Finally, I would suggest the following regarding the business model DYR should adopt. For the purpose of our assignment in the e-
business course I have been focusing on ways to transform our blog  from a publishing portal to an e-tailer. I think DYR could also 
implement such an approach successfully.
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In order to sell products on their web site, DYR could implement the English (forward) auction mechanism.7  The most typical form 
of English auction is  the Open outcry auction, in which the auctioneer begins the bidding by announcing a reserve price8, the lowest 
acceptable bid, and then accepts  larger bids from competing buyers. The highest bidder at any given moment is  considered to have 
the standing bid, which can be immediately  displaced by another bidder's 'outcry' indicating a higher bid. The standing bid becomes 
the winning bid, if it has not  been displaced within a time frame specified  by the auction's  closing rule or as determined during the 
auction by the auctioneer.

In deploying this type of auction, DYR could benefit from the winner’s curse phenomenon. This occurs in common value auctions9  
with  incomplete information10. In short, the winner's curse says that in such an auction, the winner will tend to overpay and I think 
this  is  likely to happen because participants might get carried away in the heat of the moment: a relevant post  that addresses  their 
emotions and subconscious is prone to lead them to impulsive purchases.

Other resources used

http://www2.una.edu/geography/institute2001/components.htm
http://www.3fn.net/guide/The_Most_Important_Website_Design_Principles.html
http://www.crestock.com/blog/design/the-50-most-popular-web-design-blog-posts-resources-cheat-sheets-of-2007-114.aspx
http://www.netstarter.com.au/website_packages_optionalcomponents.aspx
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